MS105 SMALL STOCK STUNNER

- **Safe** – Stunning voltage isolated for operator safety with two handed anti tie down triggers
- **Adjustable Current** – 6 settings 0.7 – 2.0 Amps
- **Short Circuit Proof** – Current limiting Choke short circuit proofs the output probes
- **Humane** – Current sensing electronics monitor each stun, with warning light for Stun Fail
- **Certified Components** – Fully complies with AS.3108 and NZS6116

Superior Stun Quality
Specifications

Capacity: Up to 600/Hr
Controls: Two handed with anti-tie down control
Overall dimensions: Cabinet 840 mm H x 400 mm W x 200 D (Includes Meter Cabinet)
Shipping Dimensions: 1000mm x 500mm x 450mm
Weight: Cabinet = 55KG, Shipping = 65 KG

Electrical Specifications

Supply Voltage: 230V AC 50 / 60 Hz
Output Voltage: 550VAC
Output Current: 0.7 – 2.0 Amps
Current Selection: 6 Position Switch
Stun Time: 0 – 6 sec (Adjustable)

Equipment Selection

MS105 Cabinet c/w Safety Push Button 3863001
M1J Handset Model 1J Handset for Head Only Stunning 7150400J
M1C Handset Model 1C 'Pneumatic Clamp' Handset for head only stunning 7150415J
Balancer Spring Balancer for M1J Handset 7150650
M2 Handset Model 2 Handset for Head to Back Stunning 7150410J
Balancer Spring Balancer for M2J Handset 7150651
Meter Box Meter box c/w Voltmeter, ammeter and indicator lamps 3863008
Solenoid Kit Water solenoid assembly 3822009
Valve Plate Pneumatic and water valve assembly for M1C Handset 3822005

Products for the Meat and Poultry Industry